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A B S T R A C T

Strategic agility, as an observable organization performance outcome, results from the behaviors and skills of the organization's managers in taking
and implementing strategic actions. So, the key to strategic agility is not just analytical strategy from superior minds or thoughtful and effective
organizational design but the set of management practices, behaviors, skills, values and beliefs that animate the senior management of an orga-
nization in making and implementing strategic commitments. In particular, earlier research suggests that three vectors of forces enable strategic
agility: strategic sensitivity, resource fluidity and collective commitment. Taking these as a basis, we identify specific individual behaviors, and
analyze and review how skills, and practices driving these behaviors, and their supporting HR practices affect the strength of each vector, and of the
forces that provide energy in fostering strategic agility. This provides a profile of skills and capabilities individuals need in order to best contribute to
the strategic agility of their organization and of HR practices to put in place.

1. Introduction

Strategic agility sounds like an oxymoron, and more importantly, presents a real action conundrum for executives! Even when
defined as “the ability to exploit, or create to one's advantage changing patterns of resource deployment in a thoughtful and purposeful but also
fast and nimble way rather than remain hostage to stable pre-set plans and existing business models” (Doz & Kosonen, 2007b) it still seems
to be a contradiction in terms and a source of management conflicts.

Indeed, whilst agility suggests nimbleness, speed and the ability to change course and turn on a dime, strategy evokes irreversible
commitments to pre-set courses of action, persistence toward precise goals and explicitly stated ambitions, resource deployment
according to well laid out plans and progress measured against set schedules and budgets. But over time strategy often becomes Janus
faced: it first sets direction and drives the momentum of success, but then also breeds the inertia that ensues, as strategy turns into
principles, rules, routines and orthodoxies (Hamel & Getz, 2004; Sull, 2003; Larreche, 2008; Collins, 2009). Agility evokes the risk of
lacking direction and commitment, the inability to build competitive advantage and the danger of wasteful exhaustion through
hyper-reactiveness. Agility and strategy seem incompatible, and attempting to achieve both may predictably lead to mediocre per-
formance (Raynor, 2007).

Yet, an increasing number of companies may need to achieve strategic agility, to be flexible and adaptive and yet purposeful and
consistent in their efforts as they face more diverse and faster competition as well as the imperative of major strategic redirections, for
instance toward Asian and other emerging markets as sources of new knowledge and competencies, or toward new business models in
the wake of digitalization and digital disruptions (Doz & Kosonen, 2010). In some industries such as information and communication
technology, strategic agility is already a key determinant of performance, and firms in other industries increasingly face the need for
it. It is a tough challenge (Doz & Kosonen, 2007b).

Indeed, in one form or another, the strategic agility dilemma is of course not new to researchers. Management scholars recognized
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it importance early. In the 1960s already, scholars outlined a contingent relationship between environment and organization. Burns
and Stalker (1961) for instance argued that bureaucratic hierarchies were best suited to stable environments (efficiency) and more
flexible organic organizations to fast changing environments (adaptability). Mintzberg (1979) further developed these organizational
typologies. Thompson (1967) attempted to provide an early reconciliation between agility and efficiency by suggesting organizations
could have a stable “technical core” and more adaptive and organic connections to their environments.

A similar concern underlies March's (1991) seminal articulation of exploration and exploitation demands on organizations and of
the organizational difficulties that result from the need to balance and integrate them. He stressed: “The basic problem confronting an
organization is to engage in sufficient exploitation to ensure its current viability and at the same time, devote enough energy to
exploration to ensure its future viability” (1991). This same challenge was framed as the need for “ambidexterity” on the part of
organizations (Duncan, 1976; Tushman & O'Reilly, 1996; O'Reilly & Tushman, 2004, 2007; Raisch, Birkinshaw, Probst, & Tushman,
2009; for a review, see O'Reilly III & Tushman, 2013, for a review of literature linking ambidexterity and HR practices see Junni,
Sarala, Tarba, & Cooper, 2015). However, such organizational ambidexterity was conceived of in terms of structural segregation of
renewal efforts from operational activities with reconciliation only at the top. In more recent work Birkinshaw and Gibson (2004)
pushed the achievement of ambidexterity down into the organization to the level of business units whose managers are responsible
both for current operating results and for the long-term innovativeness and growth of their businesses through fostering stretch,
discipline, support, and trust, borrowing from Ghoshal and Bartlett (1994). They acknowledge that, whether one strives for ambi-
dexterity at the top or tries to embed it lower down in the organization, a structural solution is not enough. The argument was further
extended by Lewis, Andriopoulos, and Smith (2014), Andriopoulos and Lewis (2009) and others by framing the dilemma as a paradox
management challenge, where opposite demands can be reconciled by accepting paradoxes as sources of enduring tensions to be
constructively used over time rather than “resolved” (Smith & Lewis, 2011). Smith et al. suggest, intriguingly, that individual in-
novation project managers can throttle exploration and exploitation back and forth in the life a project, providing a project-specific
stage-by-stage capability to modulate ambidexterity. Of course, the closer the literature exploring ambidexterity moves toward
paradox management across the firm, rather than separation of exploration and exploitation, the more it converges with strategic
agility considerations.

Yet, most scholars have focused only on structural answers to the exploitation/exploration duality, or on relatively “anonymous”
management processes and organizational routines and all have wrestled with the level of analysis and the determinants of ambi-
dexterity (Raisch & Birkinshaw, 2008). Most have acknowledged the individual leadership dimensions, but not analyzed the enabling
behaviors. Yet, these may offer the key to move beyond ambidexterity, where stable exploitation and changing exploration activities
are separated and differentiated in time, space, or mindset, even while they might be reunited later on if exploration is to be fruitful
(O'Reilly, Harreld, & Tushman, 2009).

Strategic agility results from consistent and coherent behaviors and skills in the senior management more than from a structure or
from a duality. It can be conceptualized as resulting from a combination of forces that draw their strength from the behaviors and
skills of individual managers engaged in collective action. The forces of strategic agility have been grouped, in prior research, into
three “meta-capability” vectors (Doz & Kosonen, 2007b). These are:

Strategic Sensitivity: The sharpness of perception and the intensity of awareness and attention to strategic situations as they
develop.

Resource Fluidity: The capability to free resources from existing activities and redeploy them rapidly toward new growth op-
portunities.

Collective Commitment: The ability of the top team and the organizational leadership to make and implement bold joint strategic
decisions fast, without getting bogged down in “win-lose” politics, and to carry through implementation with high energy (Fig. 1).

Each of these three organizational “meta-capability” vectors can be seen as resulting from the combination of multiple forces. At
the most aggregate level, Doz and Kosonen (2007b) found strategic sensitivity to hinge on a more open strategy process, a high level
of shared strategic alertness and high quality dialogues among senior managers. Resource fluidity was enabled by flexible multi-
dimensional structures and decentralized initiatives, by knowledge and people mobility between units, and by transparent “plug and
play” modular business processes. Collective commitment to joint decisions, perhaps the most challenging “meta-capability” to
develop, was observed to be contingent on mutual dependency between executives around a shared strategic agenda, collaboration
among them, their unity as a team, and a CEO who was more a process architect and facilitator than an action hero (Doz & Kosonen,
2007a, Ch 6).

Fig. 1. Key capabilities enabling strategic agility.
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Many forces contribute to these three vectors, they call for a wide range of skills, but not every member of the senior management
team needs to be equally strong in contributing to each. Here too the core early insight that “no one is perfect but a team can be”
(Belbin, 1981) applies. As we consider individual behaviors and skills, we can also contrast those that contribute to specific vectors
(and strengthen and hone specific forces in these vectors) with those behaviors and skills that facilitate alignment, coordination and
integration of efforts in each vector and across vectors. Strengthening individual forces and vectors can rely on specialized con-
tributions that only a few senior executives make, each excelling at one specific skill subset. In contrast, fostering alignment and
coordination across forces and vectors calls for the required skills to be widely shared. Like in all teams, both individual excellence
and collaborative skills matter.

But actually unleashing forces that foster strategic agility places significant demands on the leadership, even when contributions
are differentiated and distributed among senior executives, as natural evolution leads to growing strategic rigidity as a company ages.
To foster strategic agility senior executives need to shed old habits and learn new skills, practices and behaviors To borrow an old
aphorism: Companies strive for tomorrow's strategic agility in the context of today's structures and processes, and with executives
who are the successful products of yesterday's needs and circumstances; striving for new frontiers while conditioned by old mindsets,
as it were. This is where HR has a key contribution to make: select, develop and prepare managers and staff to contribute to strategic
agility in the future, and not simply play an effective role in today's prevailing conditions.

In order to transcend this paradox of doing the new with the old, we build a bridge from strategic agility toward HR practices and
we infer from the description and analysis of enablers of strategic agility in earlier research, and from observation of senior managers
in action, the leadership behaviors and skills strategic agility requires and specific HR practices that foster these. So, in the spirit of an
essay, this paper outlines a team leadership agenda for executives to contribute individually to the strategic agility of their company
and supporting HR policies and practices. Each individual may of course contribute different skills and behaviors. But collectively the
senior leadership team needs to encompass them all.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: In turn it considers each of the three “meta-capabilities”, reviews briefly the main
sources of rigidity at the individual level and suggests practices skills and behaviors that counter strategic rigidity and foster agility
and identifies selected corresponding HR practices. Although this paper is primarily analytical and conceptual, reviewing forces and
vectors, and exploring HR determinants of these, the author had access to the original data collected by Doz & Kosonen, not just their
published writing. This was complemented with a careful reading of several detailed corporate monographs (e.g., House & Price,
2009; Schein, 2003) with selected interviews of corporate leaders and observation of their leadership practices and with the result of s
survey on strategic agility (Adler, 2012).

2. Fostering strategic sensitivity

Strategic sensitivity results both from the sharpness (and accuracy) of perception and from the intensity of awareness of new and
evolving strategic situations as they occur, in real time, or very close to real time. It provides the basis for strategic sense making.

2.1. Enablers and inhibitors of strategic sensitivity

Strategic sensitivity requires an accurate, insightful and comprehensive perception of emerging realities as they take shape,
usually a form of early pattern recognition. It is not easy for most of us to achieve: often detecting and recognizing a new pattern can
be counter intuitive and run against our tendency to follow our habitual cognitive and emotional patterns and focus on confirmatory
evidence (Argyris, 1985, 1999; Beer & Eisenstat, 2004; Senge, 1990). Accepting the intrinsic uncertainty and ambiguity that go with
making choices about the future in an increasingly complex and fast changing environment and also revising such choices is not easy.
Faced with disconcerting information and confusing weak signals, denial is our default mode. Additionally, strategic agility requires
considering the present in light of what the future may hold, i.e., discerning in today's emerging blurry patterns the seeds of the
future. This is what Peter Drucker, who always defended himself from being a futurist, summed up as: “I don't predict. I just look out
the window and see what's visible to all but not yet seen” (Lenzner & Johnson, 1997).

Strategic sensitivity starts by being present “in the world” (Scharmer, 2007), taking reality for what it is rather than building
imputations and weaving misguiding narratives. But as executives and perhaps more widely as human beings we easily tend to lose
touch with reality (Kahneman & Tversky, 1996). And sensitivity to the outside, to the unfamiliar and the new, becomes a scarce
resource. Most of us go for the “tried and tested”, to our liking, well inside our proverbial comfort zone. In so doing we are able to
lower our guard, not to be on the lookout, but to operate automatically rather than mindfully.

Achieving strategic sensitivity is even harder in the context of a large organization. Organizations tend to nurture among their
members a collective view of their environment that may be biased or false (Argyris, 1999). This view screens out acknowledgement
of unfavorable external changes. After all, organizations are built to achieve predictable, reliable repetitious complex actions. Like
individuals, they thrive on continuity not constant change and adjustments (Hamel, 2007). Established organizations have seldom
provided a good training ground for acquiring and honing strategic sensitivity. To the contrary, most dull their individual members'
potential strategic sensitivity.

Companies reward predictability, shareholders demand steady quarterly earnings growth and assess corporate leaders on their
ability to deliver expected results. Success further decreases strategic sensitivity (Argyris, 1991). It is difficult to maintain a keen
sense for the possibility of failure when everything goes well. Human beings in their quest for meaning and in their narrative “story
telling” mode of anticipating the future assign more logic to success and less logic to failure than these deserve. To accept that we are
largely the beneficiaries or victims of chance is difficult (Makridakis, Hogarth, & Gaba, 2009). Yet, Fortuna (and its fortuitous or
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mischievous character) remains pervasive.
Successful intelligent individuals paradoxically don't learn easily. Beyond the comfort of positions of status and power (Argyris,

1991) they are used to problem solving, exercising their existing competencies, not challenging them. They are not used to failure,
and therefore may be loath to embark on discovery rather than attempt replication of past successes. The mere fact that they reached
the executive echelons of a major company means they have enjoyed successes and may not have confronted failure. They never
learned to learn from failure. So when the repertoire of known actions that they picked up over time fails to offer a solution they
become defensive and blame others and external circumstances rather than review introspectively their own behavior in the si-
tuation.

Furthermore, their experience seldom prepares corporate leaders to be strategically agile. Years of hard pressure and pre-
occupation with “making the (quarterly) numbers” often did not allow them to develop a strategically agile mindset. On the contrary,
how would such a mindset not atrophy under such pressure? Years spent with an operating focus under the laminating pressure of
lean operating excellence lead to incremental improvements, but do not prepare one for deep fast change. Operating excellence is to
an extent an enabling condition to competitiveness, but left unchecked, it does not foster strategic sensitivity.

In this section we point to a few practical suggestions for keeping an agile and strategic mind in the face of day-to-day operational
performance and fire fighting demands that organizations are so good at imposing. All the following practical propositions require
increased mindful awareness and the willingness to develop and stretch leaders intellectual and emotional boundaries.

2.2. Enhancing strategic sensitivity

Overcoming years of learned strategic insensitivity is not easy. First, one needs to devote the time required to actively turn outside
and be available intellectually to discoveries. Simple as this sounds it is not easy. The amount of time senior executives spend
“outside” their organizations for professional interactions with outsiders and on strategically relevant matters is usually low (Laurie &
Harreld, 2009). When presented with a simple two-by-two operational vs. strategic and external vs. internal, and asked how they
spend their time nearly all senior executives we meet readily recognize the share of “external-strategic” should be much higher
(40–50%) than what they practice (5–10%). Beyond freeing up time, more important is to learn how to use it effectively for strategic
sensitivity. In most companies the route to the top is via success in operational roles –sales, manufacturing, service delivery– where
managers' agendas are largely driven by the events occurring and the actions taking place, not by being reflective, strategic or future-
oriented and proactive but by being operationally reactive. Other key roles, such as finance or accounting, hone specialized skills.
Speed in responding to problems and to crises is the main behavioral yardstick, usually very far from strategic considerations.
Therefore, active leaders' agenda management may contribute to their freedom to build intellectual leadership agendas. Human
resource planning and management may help managers disengage progressively from day-to-day operational problem solving, and
see why to free and how to use time effectively for gaining and honing strategic sensitivity.

2.3. Focusing intellectual curiosity, with a bias for action

Encouraging intellectual curiosity, a restless inquisitive mind that seeks to make sense of the world around, is critical to fostering
strategic sensitivity. Intellectual curiosity often runs high among executives but may not be directed toward strategic sensitivity, or
even related to their work at all. Many leaders are avid readers of military history, political science, leaders' biographies, interna-
tional relations, or current affairs. Yet, few seem to draw implications for their own actions. For instance, many now read Sun Tzu
(1963), who wrote two thousand years ago and has become one of the most popular strategy gurus, but who really internalizes and
applies Sun Tzu's principles? Yet, with limited discretionary time, the greater part of an executive's intellectual curiosity should be
directed toward his or her work, not toward ancient history or diplomacy, except insofar as one can glean leadership practices and
strategic principles from such readings (for an overview, see Freedman, 2013). For example, there is a lot to learn about leadership by
reading about Napoleonic history (Clausewitz's “On War” (1834) remains relevant here) or Abraham Lincoln's mastery of very
difficult circumstances (Kearns Goodwin, 2006), or about strategic thinking by studying Hannibal's campaigns against Rome (Rumelt,
2011) but few corporate leaders explicitly make the link to their own actions. They do not take the time nor combine a learning
mindset with an action bias.

In our research, beyond the more usual practice of inviting non-conventional speakers to corporate events, we found the CEO of a
major company organizing a sort of ‘book of the month’ club and reading seminar around breakfast before each executive committee
meeting in which the top team discussed and reviewed a significant book he had been advised by leadership academics and historians
to select and had read. One of their recent readings, for instance, was a book titled “Masters and Commanders” (Roberts, 2009) on the
American-British alliance in World War 2, a very good introduction to strategic alliances and their dynamics, very relevant to inter-
firm collaboration.

Intellectual curiosity can be nurtured, made effective and focused by specific “investigative” techniques that stimulate a more
inquisitive form of thought. Simple methods, like hypothesis reasoning (constructing a series of hypotheses about the unfolding of a
situation and its causalities) can help both to stimulate and focus intellectual curiosity: New information and insights are reviewed
and organized in light of these hypotheses and the hypotheses revised, sharpened and confirmed or discarded accordingly (Thorsden
et al., 2009). Hypotheses provide a way to articulate thoughts and the imagination of a different future. Scenario planning, although
obviously difficult and potentially misleading in complex fast changing environments, encourages systematic organized thinking
about the future and about trends to watch and possible discontinuities to be concerned with (De Geus, 1987). Identifying key taken
for granted assumptions and challenging them may also be very useful, both in better understanding hidden defensive mechanisms
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and in identifying where to direct the organization's attention.
What is needed here is a constant intellectual restlessness, fuelled by a desire for improving one's practice, an almost visceral

dissatisfaction with the status quo, a quest for the constructive, and the desire to try something new (Jasmand, Blazevic, & de Ruyter,
2012). Strategic alertness requires the mindset of the proverbial shoe salesman in Africa a century ago: The “wow, this is a huge
market! No one wears shoes yet”, not the “Since no one wears shoes, there can't be a market”. A bias for action, not just a con-
templative mind, is required for strategic sensitivity (Bruch & Ghoshal, 2004).

Positive opportunity-seeking strategic alertness (e.g., the question of “where is the unmet need here?”) is fuelled by the com-
bination of intellectual curiosity and restlessness. One without the other does not suffice. But not all opportunities are as visible as
people walking barefoot; in fact, for instance, many of the opportunities at the “bottom of the pyramid” need to be discovered or even
created (as Prahalad, 2004, describes).

2.4. Opening the strategy process

So the strategy process needs to be open to discovery, and serendipity. But, intellectually curious leaders with an action bias
discover opportunities from people they interact with, from their ideas, experiences, and insights, more than from history books. To
actively broaden and differentiate one's network of relationships to reach new people and engage in new conversations is not an easy
exercise to embark upon, under the stress and time constraints of an already very active and demanding professional life, family
priorities, and established friendships. Further, this may be uncomfortable and difficult, like striking a relationship with strangers.
However, although open-ended conversations may make people feel awkward, that is where serendipity is most fortuitous and may
lead to creative strategic thinking. With experience, one may gain more self-confidence and find more value in such situations. Some
years ago, Cisco for instance made it a required practice for all senior executives to meet individually and informally with some
“relevant outsider”, not necessarily someone involved in business, but also scientists, political leaders, academics and others from a
wide range of fields and ‘walks of life’ and make a short meeting report available to their colleagues. Their contributions were then
rated according to how many colleagues had read them and found them insightful and useful and made practical use of them. This
was a powerful way to foster a wider-angle external orientation with some bite (reported in Doz & Kosonen, 2007b).

To discover them executives need to be sensitive to customer and end-user contexts extremely different from their own. They also
need to be driven by boundless ambition. Providing conceptual frameworks and models can help people frame their experience in
ways that allow them more ambition without becoming unrealistic and also encourages them to see and seize serendipitous op-
portunities. Showing new possibilities and examples of imaginative companies and strategies may provide stretch motives as well.
Not everybody can be Steve Jobs of Apple, nor should aspire to be, but if one doesn't understand the underlying strategic principles
behind Apple's success (and that of other strategically minded leaders) he may not imagine new strategic moves. Training employees
into associative thinking (Dyer, Gregersen, & Christensen, 2011) to help them frame possibilities in more creative ways is essential.

Yet, alertness and restlessness should not turn into mindless action and misplaced over-agility; opportunities offer themselves at a
certain point in time, in a strategic ‘window’, not at will, and they may emerge only from new conversations. Time is of the essence. In
an interview he gave after coming back to lead Apple in 1996 and having turned the company around and pruned the product
offerings to just four computer models, Steve Jobs, when asked what his strategy was, sincerely replied: “Wait for the next big thing”
(quoted in Rumelt, 2011, pp. 14–15). Contrary to this patient wisdom, impatience and the desire to meet stock market expectations
for growth often lead to the articulation of ambitious but hollow goals that cannot be turned into concrete practical action or lead to
success because circumstances do not allow it (Rumelt, 2011). Demotivation, loss of commitment and ultimately failure follow.

2.5. Quality dialogues, deliberations and judgments: process, language, and context

Allocating time for motivated personal interactions, both internal and external to the organization, around strategic issues and
insights with a bias for acting on them is but an initial step for enhancing individual strategic sensitivity. Insightful interactions rely
on the development of effective dialogues (Doz & Kosonen, 2007b). In contrast to debates, participants in dialogues do not seek to
convince each other of the virtues of their own approach, but together consider issues, assumptions, underlying frames, and then
build and transcend common ground (Conklin, 2006). A common position will emerge over time, a better solution than any in-
dividually proposed ones, and one all will be committed to. Beyond the obvious advantage of using one another as sounding boards,
the conversation allows to uncover common ground and circumvent differences. The trick here is not to discover what is common to
the initial positions (and would lead to “dumbed down” poor “common denominator” compromise around a limited consensus and
likely fall victim to the “camel designed by a committee” syndrome), but to bring decision makers to develop a deeper insight in the
situation through dialogue and thus to revise and transcend their initial understanding and position, and co-create a better more
innovative solution. Individual participants reframe their interests and positions and develop greater common ground than they knew
they shared. Stepping above the conversational exchange to identify recurring patterns in conversation, and assessing how useful and
effective, vs. dysfunctional, these patterns are is an important contribution of leaders in monitoring the quality of dialogues (Heifetz &
Laurie, 1997).

The language used in strategy dialogues and decision-making also conditions the achievement of strategic agility (Doz & Kosonen,
2007, pp. 66–67). Strategic sensitivity calls for a language that is both contextually grounded, i.e., able to capture the subtle nuances
of the particular context(s) within which a firm operates, and conceptually rich, i.e., providing sufficient intellectual structure to
reflect with some distance the embedded nature of the firm in its context(s). This requires combining some level of abstraction and
modeling with a robust earthy sense of concreteness and practicality. Falling on either side—conceptual abstraction or contextual
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dependency—in the language that is used, may hinder the ability to contribute. Too abstract and conceptual a language may not have
much grip on reality and may lead to commitments that fail to take into account contextual differences and nuances, and to false
attributions of success (i.e., “our approach is superior” rather than “it happened to fit its context pretty well”). Such false attributions
lead to hubris and error of commission. Conversely, context sensitivity easily turns into context dependency and leads to errors of
omission. The very richness of the vocabulary use to grasp and master the company's own context makes the firm hostage to initial
context.

Becoming sensitive to context, old or new, does not happen naturally. Contrary to college textbooks, engineering treatises and
corporate rulebooks insights from the world do not come prepackaged for easy consumption (Doz, Santos, & Williamson, 2001, Ch 5).
Seeing what's there to see is less obvious than it seems. First, as creatures of habits, we are bound to seek confirmatory evidence. We
have a cognitive reinforcement bias: seeing what we (already) believe is easier than believing what we (newly) see. Second, what's
new may not have an obvious meaning in our eyes. We may recognize it as different, but not understand it, absent contextual keys
and clues that would allow us to understand what we observe in its own context. Sense making is a far from obvious process (Weick,
1995). Furthermore, we may not recognize what's different as different. On the surface of it, the behaviors are the same, but their true
meaning is different. Or behaviors are interdependent in situations we cannot fully comprehend, lacking a deep appreciation of the
systemic nature of context. Out of context, insights cannot be reliably understood (Brannen, 2004; Brannen, Liker, & Fruin, 1999),
and in context they may be so taken for granted as not to be paid attention to.

Contextual awareness is a prerequisite for contextual sensitivity. Executives that have operated essentially in one context, their
own, may not have much pre-existing contextual awareness. Like fish with water, they take context for granted, and need not be
aware of it. For instance, the use of culture-bound metaphors in dialogues, such as those borrowed from sports that don't have
worldwide audiences (baseball in the US, cricket in the UK, etc.) denotes a lack of contextual awareness. In that sense mobility across
contexts, geographic, functional, or cultural and types of business models should be an important HR priority.

Contextual exposure—being “in there”—is also essential. Or more starkly, as one of my colleagues1 puts it, “becoming street smart
everywhere” is hard. The CEO of a leading global electrical equipment company told the author that he often traveled alone, and
most often incognito, without assistants, bodyguards or local “hosting” executives, so that he could apprehend context first hand,
being immersed in it, rather than mediated by his staff or others. At most he would use a carefully selected local interpreter on the
ground he/she might add insight and nuance to his contextual understanding. And indeed, beyond incumbent leaders learning to
become street smart in context they do not know, research on top management succession supports the idea that “peripheral insiders”
make best CEO appointees (Bower, 2007). They are far and different enough from the center to see it critically and know what to
change, and also more easily accepted than central figures turning suddenly into reformers or outside hires lacking credibility to lead
change and renewal and foster strategic agility. So, as practiced by many MNCs over decades, sending the best and brightest young
managers to the organization's periphery where they can build their strength more freely and accountably than in central units and
support staff, creating career opportunities for early exposure to peripheral contexts, should be an HR priority. The development
focus for individuals may be the cultivation of process skills that can be applied and bring value in different contexts, not universally,
but not in a totally local way. This triggers learning. More generally to develop agile leaders diversity of experience trumps depth of
specialized universal expertise.

Beyond the hard way of being confronted with unseen contexts like bumping into invisible glass doors that many expatriate
managers experience, executives can systematically develop their perceptual acuity going beyond focusing on tasks to learn to see the
forest as well as the trees (Thomas, 2016). Contextual understandings can also be exchanged and checked among executives, one
instance among many where engaging in an assumption uncovering and hypothesis developing and testing dialogue is particularly
helpful.

Contextual awareness (supported with explicit hypothesis reasoning) also helps guard one against another pitfall: hasty judg-
ments. Perhaps the overriding key to strategic sensitivity for individual executives is the ability to suspend judgment. In a context
where one of the key prerogatives of executives is to make plans and take decisions, suspending judgment is a very unnatural act.
Further, one can easily see it as incompatible with strategic agility: Fast decisions are essential, even when not right (a point Percy
Barnevik liked to make when he was shaking up ABB in the 1990s).

Yet, suspending judgment and being willing to accept ambiguity is key to strategic sensitivity. In other words, rather than rush
into a quick judgment, leading to hasty decisions usually based on the heuristics of experience, or sometimes emotional reactions2 to
a situation, executives are well served with greater analytical deliberation. Even more, perhaps, rather than being carried away by
emotional responses, forcing oneself to suspend judgment when faced with the emotional urge to take a position quickly, executives
may use that emotional response as a clue that they need to deepen their understanding of the situation and that considerate decision
making is required, based on greater information. Such reflective self-control is seldom easy to practice.

These are the key steps in honing one's strategic sensitivity: dedicating time, being intellectually curious in a focused way, feeling
restlessness and alertness with a bias for action, yet also taking time to engage in new conversations and dialogues, adopting a
language that is both context-sensitive and concept rich, cultivating contextual awareness and sensitivity, and resisting the urge to
reach quick judgments. Fig. 2 below sketches these in detail. But, of course, without resources to allocate strategically in a timely
fashion, becoming strategically sensitive only brings frustration!

1 Sameh Abadir, who teaches negotiation and leadership at Insead.
2 In fact, emotional reactions should be seen as a cue for the need to pause and reflect rather than impetuously act on them.
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3. Creating and nurturing resource fluidity

Most companies suffer from resource rigidity, both in their processes, and consequently in resource allocation outcomes (Gilbert,
2005). Although one sees this as the result of rigid routines, built-in conservatism of commitments, existing assets that need de-
preciation, deep competencies that cannot easily be renewed or redirected, and set portfolios of technologies, human beings stand
behind these anonymous ills.

3.1. Recognizing inhibitors to resource fluidity

Here too our human nature makes things more difficult. We are not used to sharing resources beyond our immediate family, or
perhaps our clan or tribe, i.e., those we trust. Survival of hunting and herding nomadic groups did depend on collaboration and
sharing within a small band only. Others were seen as potentially hostile. And naturally, we are still prone to hoard resources rather
than share them. Hence resource fluidity in a large organization goes against human nature. Separating the possibility of resource
access from the ownership and control of the resources is an unnatural act, requiring trust, negotiating skills and common processes.
As a CEO put it to the author, lamenting his business unit heads' lack of collaboration: “once they have tasted blood you cannot rein them
in anymore!”

Furthermore, organizations and management concepts and processes were built largely in an age of stability to maximize subunit
operating efficiency in a set pattern of resource allocation and use, not of changing interdependencies and shifting environments
(Birkinshaw & Hamel, 2008; Hamel, 2007). A legacy principle of operating management is for an executive to be accountable for the
use of resources bestowed upon him or her. Each unit gets an approved budget, and “executes” against that budget to achieve pre-
negotiated objectives: closer to Soviet planning than to system thinking! Quite naturally over time this leads to budgetary games,
padding, resource hoarding and hiding, and the like, if not outright cover-up and misreporting, a set of organizational pathologies
well analyzed in the management control literature. This also leads to a “hyper stable” organization, where each executive defends
his/her barony. Managers grow up in these stable patterns. And further, in a traditional hierarchy, with specialized units and cor-
responding decisions rights and responsibilities, interdependencies are few, and trust is not tested. It is not even needed.

Short of trust numbers can be used. And numbers help! But, although one could argue that from the capital asset pricing model to
sophisticated portfolio management techniques the decision tools exist to find the “one best way” for resource allocation —achieving
resource fluidity is much more difficult than that. Human beings naturally pitch resource allocation choices in personal terms:
“What's in it for me? Will I gain? Lose?” They also unconsciously develop and promote over time a definition of reality that serves
their own self-interest and biases their perceptions and judgments. Developing a capability for resource fluidity requires transcending
these self-centered interests and concerns. Yet, this will not happen until executives shed their engineering illusions seeing the
organization as a machine, and accept the reality of organizations as social and political systems (Crozier, 1964). Individual, or
subgroups, have strategies, serving their needs, and will contribute resources, such as commitment and knowledge based on whether
the policies and resource allocation choices of the organization are congruent with their personal, or subgroup, strategies.

3.2. Enhancing resource fluidity

Resource fluidity is all about being able to shift resource commitments in real time rather than blindly execute a pre-determined

Fig. 2. Enablers of strategic sensitivity.
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plan. This first requires identifying opportunities and needs for resource allocation before they become obvious. Cognitive complexity
and comfort with emerging situations are needed in this difficult pattern recognition and sense making process under time pressure.

3.3. Seeing one's part in the whole

To some extent, for each of us seeing the system around and its interdependencies in time and space seems to be genetically
determined, and most human beings are poor at systemic thinking (Goleman, 2013). Some individuals are simply faster and better
than others at making sense of complex situations, not letting their emotions - or plain stress and fatigue -cloud judgment, or slow
sense making down. Some are also better at expecting and understanding complex systemic relationships. Presence and attention are
perhaps the stronger keys to seeing whole systems and how interdependencies in time and space evolve within them (Scharmer,
2007; Senge, 1990; Senge, Scharmer, Jaworski, & Flowers, 2004).

Seeing interdependencies also allows one to see strategic action as systemic and to understand how various actions to turn
strategy into effective action fit together, or not (Porter, 1996). It also allows one to detect the linked properties of action systems,
becoming sensitive to the fact that actions will be ineffective unless real problems and bottlenecks are addressed first. Rather than
sprinkled and fragmented over many problems and opportunities, resources can now be allocated strategically to where they may
contribute most to system effectiveness and choices justified to all.

Once we cognitively and emotionally accept the organization is a system of actors that may constantly evolve and occasionally
reconfigure itself in an emergent unplanned fashion when the need for strategic agility calls for it, we can also start to accept our own
interdependence with others, the co-dependence of all actors within the system, and transcend our myopic preference for local partial
optima over a system-wide optimum.

3.4. Practicing strategy as adaptive learning

Of course seeing the system in the organization also means seeing the organization in a wider relational system with some
emergent properties. Indeed, the fact that the system in the environment is open and changing is the main reason why strategic agility
is needed in the first place. So strategy as an analysis to determine a plan to be implemented simply no longer works. Instead,
conceiving strategy as a purposive and cumulative sequence of conditional commitments over time (Scott, 1972), based on action
learning (or “probing” as aptly put by Brown & Eisenhardt, 1997) allows one to adopt option-based action (committing some more to
learn more, knowing full well the result from the learning may be to de-commit). In a system the behavior of which cannot be fully
anticipated, being comfortable with option strategizing and learning experiments rather than falling victim to commitment escalation
or to paralysis in the face of uncertainty becomes paramount.

The humility to find out and learn, rather than pretend to “know best” ex-ante is key. Conditional commitments and option
reasoning are not needed just for learning, they engage actions early and resources that can be increased or curtailed more fluidly,
shifting a probe into a breakthrough, or “failing fast and early” (Ries, 2011). Of course, resource allocation fluidity thus presupposes
the ability to escape from the set formats and rhythms of traditional plans and budgets, and to be ready to reallocate resources on
short notice, as options to learn, when opportunities and needs emerge (Roberts, 2004).

Like the need for suspending judgment discussed earlier, the ability to discern interdependencies in space and time requires a high
level of tolerance for ambiguity and uncertainty (Heifetz, Linsky, & Grashow, 2009). In the face of changing interdependencies and
emerging patterns “unknown unknowns” will always have to be reckoned with. A strong emphasis on control, though reassuring at
first sight, is actually dysfunctional: it leads executives to believe themselves more in control than they actually are and to curtail
their search for weak signals. Understanding the organization as a not fully determined and predictable open system leads to a more
realistic sense of managerial discretion. Becoming comfortable with a more fluid systemic cognition is not enough though; actual
resource allocation itself needs to become more fluid too.

3.5. Being effective in a multidimensional organization

A frequent prescription for greater resource fluidity, acknowledging the need for an organization to be less than fully pre-
determined in its search for strategic responses to emerging conditions, is to break the usually rigid organizational alignment between
resource ownership and responsibility for their use, and to create an entrepreneurial matrix, or network, driven from the periphery
rather than a vertical hierarchy controlled from the center. “Front line entrepreneurs” identify, access and mobilize the resources they
need from others in the organization to serve their customers and pursue new opportunities (Bartlett & Ghoshal, 1997). The current
popularity of radically decentralized “holographic” organizations is a further development in this direction. More flexible job designs,
shifting assignments, and “discretionary based work” (Dyer & Ericksen, 2005) where employees can grow rather than fixed detailed
job descriptions are an obvious enabling HR practice. At the same time delegation of interdependent decisions is bound to lead to
suboptimal outcomes. Intelligence is needed both at the periphery and at the center (Andersen & Minbaeva, 2013; Siggelkow &
Rivkin, 2006) and collaborative relationships between interdependent executives are called for. There too work practices that favor
relationships and connectivity, from flexible workplace configurations to lateral peer selection and pressure mechanisms rather than
hierarchical control can contribute (Dyer & Ericksen, 2005).

In an entrepreneurial matrix, line executives, rather than getting funds to pay “their” people, negotiate substantive support from a
multiplicity of providers within the organization whose collaboration is required for their projects' success. And they also conceive of
their “career” as a succession of projects, of experiences, not necessarily as the steady progression from smaller to larger, or more
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managerially taxing permanent units. In an interdependent matrix each individual's performance is conditioned by that of many
others', and by how successfully she or he negotiates with them.

3.6. Integrative negotiating skills and behaviors

And the individual needs to negotiate not just in a transfer-pricing win-lose mode, but in an opportunity discovery and creation
“win-win” mode. He/she needs integrative bargaining not distributive haggling (that's one of the reasons why dialogue [how to grow
the proverbial pie] rather than debate [how to share it] is so important). This is both more demanding and much more rewarding
than the well-scripted and well-rehearsed strategic planning and budgeting review rituals which often pitch executives against each
other with a tournament mindset. Holistic rather than subunit- performance-based rewards are also required, as well as some way to
assess subunit contributions and the value of their collaboration, in terms of overall corporate performance. That's often a mea-
surement and accounting challenge calling for more discriminating finer grained accounting systems.

In an interdependent organizational matrix, executives grow and gain strength, or shrink and shrivel, depending on the power of
their imagination and on the quality of their negotiating skills. The ability to participate in dialogues actively and to balance cor-
porate and subunit interests is critical. Negotiating and partnering skills are fundamental, so is the acceptance of mutual dependency.
Trust in one another emerges from these mutual commitments being honored. As the author marveled at the (unusual!) ease and
effectiveness with which a particular matrix organization's members made adaptive decisions and reallocated resources accordingly,
one of the executives present in the meeting simply said:” It's actually very simple, we all have been on the other sides [of the matrix]
earlier in our career, so we easily understand where the others are coming from and why they take this or that position, it facilitates common
decisions.” So, here too, mobility plays a key role.

Strategically agile organizations reward good negotiators, but only of a certain type. Managers who participate in a complex
highly interactive social system with a defensive “win-lose” mindset are doomed: they bring stalemates, not solutions! The point was
well recognized by Percy Barnevik when he led ABB, at the time an exemplar agile matrix organization. Asked by a journalist what
qualities he sought in promoting ABB's managers he answered, much to the journalist's surprise: ‘I want them to be generous’.
Executives that are able, in the spirit of dialogue and adaptive leadership, to lead others to discover better solutions, where mutual
interests are served, excel.

Uncovering assumptions, clarifying them, and working from true positions rather than posturing all greatly help. Negotiating
skills and a positive perspective on negotiating rather than haggling can be cultivated. Here too understanding the others' contexts is
essential and striving for mutual benefits key (Fisher & Ury, 1981; Stone, Patton, Heen, & Fisher, 1999). Even more essential within
and across organizations (for instance in joint ventures and strategic alliances) is to take a long view beyond the initial agreement
(Ertel, 2004). Strategic agility requires adaptability and likely unexpected changes incompatible with a programmatic and con-
tractual view of resource commitments. Individual bilateral collaboration may therefore develop in unexpected and unbalanced
ways. For a collaborative culture to survive norms of generalized reciprocity must develop, where losers this time may be winners
next time.

3.7. Self-confidence and forbearance

Executives who were at the same time realistically self-confident – knowing their strengths and their limits and using these
strengths with forbearance and self-restraint – grew and flourished in the strategically agile organizations. Bullies seldom succeeded.
Executives driven by hidden anxiety, a very common occurrence among leaders, found the exposure in negotiation situations taxing
and did not do well either. Defining one's strengths and limits can be cultivated over time, almost as a competence, or a skill.
Matching the risks one takes with the level of confidence one has –so one can register small wins that grow bigger and bigger – is a
disciplined approach to self-development. Complementing it with “after action” reflective analysis and feedback and other self-
awareness methods can help build it over time. In a strategically agile company roles, responsibilities and relationships are likely to
be redefined frequently, or even to evolve continuously as we suggested above, and hence the self-confidence to tackle new inter-
dependent roles, and yet to know one's limits and not place oneself into a set-to-fail situation (Manzoni & Barsoux, 2002) which might
destroy self-confidence is essential. A generative approach to career development is essential, where everyone accepts current skills
are not enough (Shafer, Dyer, Kilty, Amos, & Ericksen, 2001). This may also prove increasingly essential to retaining the best
“millenials” rather than see then hop on work outside the organization and move on.

Learning to trust oneself and others starts with delivery discipline: People need to be held accountable against their commitments.
Learning to trust also relies on contextual sensitivity: Understanding what another will be able to do, or not, given his/her context
allows to trust and to avoid the risks of a fundamental attribution mistake: Blaming the person, and deeming him/her not trustworthy
when that person is actually doing his/her best in a very difficult context. In other words, we need to be able to distinguish between
personal let down and contextual constraints. A company that cannot separate the performance of its business from that of the
executives running these cannot foster trust in its ranks. Many of the detailed review processes in leading companies (“deep dives” at
IBM, “town meetings” at GE, etc.) have this distinction between business performance and executive performance as one of their main
goals.

Human beings can embrace radical change in some areas better as they enjoy reassuring stability in others. Personal anchoring is
important to self-esteem and to comfort with change. Strong deeply held values may provide anchoring for individual as ethical and
life principles. Organizations can similarly provide deep values, not just espoused ones for corporate communications (Shafer et al.,
2001). A culture of care, reciprocity, and a sense of history (including the memory of past contributions) go a long way to provide
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personal anchoring in corporate context. Personal anchoring around shared values is important because it mitigates the natural desire
to hoard and hold resources. It also contributes to the ability to trust and to the belief in reciprocity. These are preconditions to
collective commitment.

In sum, resource fluidity is enabled by an adaptive learning strategy-making perspective (and process) rather than a traditional
plan and execute mindset, a flexible multidimensional and adaptive organization, often around projects and temporary teams rather
than fixed lines and positions, and by self-confident but forbearing members who have strong integrative negotiating and colla-
borating skills (see Fig. 3, below, for a graphic summary).

4. Developing collective commitment

This section addresses collective commitment as the third capability vector underlying strategic agility. The achievement of
collective commitment looks the most daunting to unaware executives. The thought of an integrated team working collectively on
key issues, rather than that of a series of executives, individually each on a mission, reporting one-on-one privately to their “boss”
appears either as an unfeasible Shangri-La or as a Hellish threat to personal autonomy and status—unfeasible, undesirable, or both!
The pressure brought by operating collectively in a way where one's contribution is constantly visible to peers is hard to bear. Even
more difficult is the need to bring collective commitment to making challenging decisions without singling out winners and losers.

4.1. Barriers to collective commitment

Many impediments get in the way of collective commitment. First, and perhaps most common, strong desires for achievement on
the part of executives, in particular as they enter the top team, may block collaboration (Spreier, Fontaine, & Malloy, 2006). A bunch
of men, and women, each one on a mission is no substitute for a team, yet it is the most common reality (Katzenbach & Smith, 1994,
ch 6). Personal needs for autonomy run high among successful senior executives. The structure of many companies with distinct
functions, specialized and decentralized divisions, subsidiaries, and joint ventures allows these needs to be satisfied. Incentives that
measure and reward separate subunit performance reinforce and reward such autonomy. Operating in an interdependent way with
less autonomy is more demanding, less rewarding, and more threatening (one's mettle is visibly tested every single day in a top team,
far from the cozy relationships successful executives may develop, one on one, with their CEO (Doz & Kosonen, 2007b). Absent trust,
interdependencies are seen as the source of organizational politics and power games. So leadership unity is often seen as an unnatural
act.

Rivalry among senior executives is fuelled by many further forces: competitive personalities, ambitions to succeed the CEO,
resource allocation conflicts, hidden fears of failure, a tournament attitude to interactions… Strong successes encourage hubris:
overconfidence in one's skills, and an unwillingness to acknowledge that luck is often at the root of success.

4.2. Fostering collective commitment

4.2.1. Being authentic and developing mutual knowledge
Unity in action without sincerity and mutual trust is difficult. Research on authentic leadership (Avolio, Gardner, Walumbwa,

Luthans, & May, 2004; Luthans & Avolio, 2003) tells us that for a top team to work together, its members have to earn each other's

Fig. 3. Enablers of resource fluidity.
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trust. Colleagues have to see each other as a whole sincere human being with strengths and also weaknesses. This is hard as we are all
brought up and trained not to disclose our weaknesses and to display only our best side. Furthermore, we want to present the best
possible image of ourselves at the cost of avoiding difficult conversations or handling them poorly (Arbinger Institute, 2000; Stone
et al., 1999). This is particularly relevant in companies where self-control and restrained behaviors are the norms. A lot of individual
and collective energy is lost in maintaining norms of interactions and personal control. This leads to avoidance of the real issues.
Rather than the dance of avoidance or intellectual seduction we so often see played out in companies to the detriment of their
leadership unity, being authentic allows collective decisions to be made quickly and unity to be sincere and deeply felt rather than be
a Potemkin village façade where implemented decisions often leave out opinions of many and fall victim to passive aggressive
resistance.

Hence showing feelings, values and personal motives often ‘breaks the ice’ and leads to more sincere dialogue. Knowing whether
one is authentic is difficult given the interaction between conscious and unconscious communication. And, being fully authentic is
probably impossible as it would assume away the unconscious dimension of human beings. However, authentic leadership is essential
for the strategically agile firm because it cuts down the time lost on sorting out, counter-planning, and fighting aggressive resistance
by building on confidence, trust and commitment, fostering inclusive and ethical climates (Avolio & Gardner, 2005).

Thriving for collective commitment puts managers into a much more exposed position than the traditional one-on-one hub and
spoke decision model. Peers permanently test their smart and their mettle. This makes it all the more important for them to assuage
their possible inner fears (Kets de Vries, 1993; Kets de Vries, Miller, & Noel, 1993). Being “in for the journey”, and knowing it, is part
of not being fearful. Being on probation does not work. As an executive board member of SAP put it, in response to a question about
how SAP was trying to build collective commitment:” We have all already earned our stripes and we know it” (Doz & Kosonen, 2007b).
Mutual respect and knowing each other inner motives and sources of intrinsic commitment (Prahalad & Doz, 1987, Ch. 12) are
essential enablers for participating actively in leadership dialogues without being restrained by the fear of loss of face, or more.
Strategic agility thus requires a good measure of stability at the top.

Joy of each other's and collective achievement is a great source of positive energy in a true team. But in a conventional man-
agement team internal rivalry is often the main source of energy. Here it is competition for who can help each other more, not
pushing others back for one's own advancement. Positive emotion is contagious and affects not only the top team but the whole
organization. Collective achievement is supported by norms of generalized reciprocity, decisions can be made, and individuals speak
out in authentic conversations, without the fear of being seen as a loser and having to resent others as winners. They can assume a
form of “cabinet responsibility”, where each is engaged toward the whole set of team decisions and their consequences as if each
decision were personal.

A corollary is some form of collective group measurement and rewards for the top team, where the success and rewards of each
member become contingent on the performance of all.

Collaborating with others on the top team requires knowledge of what they do, not of how they do it, a form of mutual knowledge
(Cramton, 2001). In his work on development teams in the Japanese industry, Nonaka (Nonaka, 1991; Nonaka & Takeuchi, 1995)
emphasized the importance of “T-shaped” expertise, i.e.; the ability to contribute original knowledge and expertise and to relate to
the knowledge and expertise of others on the team. He suggests engineers should therefore have one deep but narrow area of true
expertise, and broader knowledge to connect with the work of others, and challenge and enrich that work, so that the collective work
becomes more than the sum of individual areas of expertise. The argument also applies at the level of senior management teams and
executive boards. This is not the same as being a broad but superficial generalist. T-shaped expertise is cultivated by remaining deeply
competent in one domain of knowledge and expertise and by also broadening one's interests outside that area. The priority has since
become standard recommendation for teamwork.

Collective commitment is not the same as group think (Janis, 1982), quite the opposite. In all the strategically agile top teams the
author met the cognitive diversity was much greater than typical top management team demographic studies would suggest. Nokia
provides perhaps the best example: in the heydays of its emerging success Nokia's top management demographics looked awfully
homogeneous, save for the redeeming presence of one woman: all Finns, most from the same university (now Aalto University), many
with similar family backgrounds, such as a mother being a teacher, in their early forties, etc. Yet, an insider's look would have
revealed tremendous differences in cognitive styles between dreamers and visionaries, hard-nosed entrepreneurs, tough operating
leaders with a passion for dealing with concrete issues, congenial business builders… The fact that they were socially so homo-
geneous not only hid these deep differences and complementarities (so essential to Nokia's surprising success in the 1990s), it also
allowed them to exploit their differences successfully. Their minds worked in very different ways but they shared a common context.
Cognitive diversity does matter more than national or professional diversity per-se, but is more difficult to assess. Back to our first
point in this paper a differentiated attention to the outside world does allow one to maintain an original value in the team, a
differentiated perspective beyond different individual skills.

4.2.2. Diversity between people, diversity within people
Some rare executives are fortunate enough to be able to call upon their own diversity within: Bicultural or multicultural types

(Hong, 2010; Hong & Doz, 2013). Not only can they be used to bridge across their national cultures, they can also be effective in
apprehending third party contexts, because of their inner experience of multiple contexts. Carlos Ghosn, the CEO of both Nissan and
Renault was perhaps the most emblematic bicultural leader: His experience being both French-speaking Lebanese and Brazilian
allowed him to lead Nissan as a foreigner with no experience of Japan. Yet few companies systematically think of the hidden skills of
multi-culturals and use them thoughtfully, and multi-culturals see their frequent misfit with both contexts as a chip on their shoulder
rather than as a hidden asset in the development of their career.
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In sum, collective team processes fostering team unity, mutual knowledge and understanding, and processes to integrate and
capitalize on cultural and cognitive diversity and skill complementarity seem to underlay the achievement of collective commitment
among senior executives (see Fig. 4 below). And collective commitment at the top is contagious; members of an organization watch it
carefully, and behave according to what they see and infer, or as the saying goes “collaboration cannot be delegated”.

5. Discussion and conclusion

This paper started with the ambition to star to build a bridge from the strategic agility literature –largely rooted in the field of
strategic management- toward the HR field, via focusing on capabilities and skills executives need, practically, to contribute to the
strategic agility of their firms and institutions. Of course this is thus to an extent a one-sided exercise, inferring contributing HR
practices from developing a skill and behavior profile fostering strategic agility. Some HR levers stand out clearly as a result of this
exercise as tentative propositions for an HR agenda:

Thoughtful purposive developmental mobility is key: rooted in cultivating a deep process expertise is some competence area or other,
universal enough to be useful and valued in different contexts, but not so universal its use in new contexts would not require re-
contextualization and the resulting context awareness and learning. Mobility may be between center and periphery, across functional
areas, cultural contexts, and between different business models.

Careful stepwise transition of managers from operating management toward a systemic adaptive understanding of emerging issues and
a new balance in how they use their time, nourished by focused intellectual curiosity is another key.

Adaptive leadership processes, and the skills required to make them effective is another enabler.
Collaborative integrative negotiating skills are a must for more flexible organizations to operate successfully. Horizontal “transversal”

collaboration rather than vertical compliance is key.
Flexible job designs, generative considerations in work assignments, project staffing and management methods al deserve attention.
Self-confidence and forbearing, together allow executives to contribute to strategic agility in their relationships and day-to-day

attitudes.
The objective here is not to be exhaustive and restate all the points made in the text and sketched on Figs. 2 to 4, but to highlight a

few cornerstones HR practices and policies can contribute to strategic agility.
But of course, the rich strategic agility building leadership agenda sketched above, along three capability vectors, and outlined in

this paper may leave one with the impression we are assuming a chimera-like super human, an extraordinary person one cannot even
aspire to emulate. This is not the case at all, nor would it be an accurate depiction of reality.

Practicing leaders, sometimes even plodding ones, actually may well have an easier time than “born” charismatic leaders in
achieving strategic agility. The task is not super-human. Becoming a successful leader in a strategically agile company requires
sustained and focused reflective attention and commitment to one's own and others' learning and development, and mindful dis-
cipline in management practice. We are not at all advocating the popular but misleading image of heroic idiosyncratic leadership
business magazines and bestselling books often propagate. Our ideal leader is closer to “servant leadership”, as Leo the guide so well
described in Herman Hesse's “The Journey to the East” (1988), who turned out to be a high priest. In fact, according to Doz and
Kosonen (2007b) a common characteristic of the leaders of the companies they researched going successfully through the process of
regaining strategic agility was almost self-effacing behaviors. Beyond personal styles, they saw themselves as stewards and guardians
of complex and fragile social processes, often acting benevolently behind the scene unnoticed but always with absolute personal
integrity and high moral standards, to maintain the social and emotional fabric of their organization.

So with very few exceptions (e.g., perhaps Apple under Steve Jobs) the very notion of strategic agility for a large firm calls not just
for different behaviors at the top, on the part of the CEO and members of the top team, but for the inclusion and involvement of a

Fig. 4. Enablers of collective commitment.
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whole cadre of senior and middle managers and other informal leaders throughout the whole of the organization. They need to be
part of the collective commitment process and therefore strategic agility calls for a whole culture of management and leadership
shared by a critical mass of members of the organization. They may also undertake acts of leadership without formally being in a
leadership position. So although we deliberately focused on the individual in this paper we keep in mind that strategic agility results
from many individuals sharing similar behaviors, beliefs and values.

Patterns in the relationships between a firm and its environment, markets and customers, technologies and partners, etc. are not
stable. The internal structure and the evolution of personal and informal networks follow these changes with a lag. In fact patterns,
external and internal, change and transform themselves constantly. This does not mean nothing is stable, but stability may need to
come much more from a strong collective identity and a bonding corporate culture that allow realignment and redirection
(Palmisano, quoted in Hemp & Stewart, 2004).

Yet, even with a strong culture, which provides personal anchoring, encourages self-confidence to achieve personal autonomy and
self-efficacy (Bandura, 1986), and which also provides room for acts of leadership to take place and strategic agility to be enacted,
strategic agility remains difficult to achieve and sustain. Perhaps the greatest test of personal strategic agility is the ability to bounce
back from failure, and to turn difficulties into opportunities.3 Sam Palmisano, the CEO of IBM till 2012 enjoyed the privilege of
changing the company's business model in successful times, after his predecessor, Lou Gerstner had turned the company around in the
1990s. Unfortunately the search for strategic agility is seldom undertaken, or seldom effective, before one faces a failure of the
existing strategic direction. And signs of impending strategic crisis may be hard to detect, when financial crisis follows it is often too
late. So trying to foster strategic agility takes place under duress.

The more resilient leaders will not let themselves be discouraged by failure, or will not activate defensive behaviors that would
lead them to repeat successful behaviors of the past when the situation has changed. Rather than weaken their ability to deal with a
new situations where old recipes and routines won't suffice, they will rapidly bounce back emotionally and engage in adaptive
leadership to discover, collectively, a new solution. They will see failure as an opportunity to learn, and to engage in new behaviors.
Resilience can be seen as the ability to absorb shocks and disappointments without resentment and to bounce back and look forward.
Strategic sensitivity and awareness contribute to sense making, i.e., to understand that new conditions call for new responses rather
than repetition of past successes. They also contribute to sense giving, i.e., the ability to help other construct a consistent picture of
changed conditions, or continuous hyper-competition and find their bearings in evolving situation. Resource fluidity contributes to
preserve hope, i.e., that the company will be able to regroup and deploy resources rather than be mired in existing commitments and
directions. And leadership unity provides credibility and trust that the organization will be able to articulate and implement a
collective response to challenges.
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